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WSL#60 had an excellent October
Stated and 2 Called Communications to raise
new Master Mason!! At our October 18th
Stated Communication we honored RW
Mike Griffin with his 25 year membership
pin. MW Jeff Hodges made the presentation.
Congratulations to Brother Mike!
RW Jim Dickerson presented the
WSL#60 Stated program about our Masonic
Founder’s Day. His program consisted of
questions and answers about our Masonic
and Masonic Home of Virginia origins. And
those that gave correct answers to his questions were awarded prizes. Thanks Brother Jim for an interesting, entertaining and rewarding program.
At our Called Communication on October 19th, a Loge Brother was raised a Master
Mason….check out the photo inside this newsletter to see the attendees. We were in costume for part or the degree and we had a great time!! Then the following week (October
25th) we raised another Lodge Brother with a Master Mason degree. We had some new
Masons join us for these degrees and they did a great job with the degree ritual!! We are
always looking to have new Masons join us for degree work.
In our November 15th Stated Communication, the program will be presented by
RW Goldie Tomlin (King Solomon Lodge #194); he will talk about the Shriners and the
great job they are doing to raise funds for the Children’s Hospitals. Also, before our Stated
Communication, we will have a Called Communication on November 10th. During this
communication we will pass a worthy candidate to the degree of Fellowcraft (see announcements section for details). Come out & support our newest members.
Let’s continue to stay in touch with our brothers and widows with health challenges
and let’s keep them in our prayers. If I can help you in any way, then call or text me 434960-6776 or email me at hlw@comcast.net.
Fraternally Yours,
Harry Walker

Hodges 2009

2021 Worshipful Master

Masonic Birthdays!
Call a Brother and wish him a
Happy Masonic Birthday.
Name:

Master Mason Degree:

Thomas V. Anderson
C. Victor Armstrong
Henry Booth
Mark A Chamberlain
Gregory H. Faust
Wayne W. Ferguson
George D. Hale, Jr.
Harry A. McCauley
Devan E. McPherson
M. Shane Parsons
William T. Randolph
Brian Q. Truong

11/04/1974
11/10/1971 (50 Yrs)
11/23/1959 (62 Yrs)
11/21/1995
11/12/1973
11/17/1978
11/28/1966 (55 Yrs)
11/27/1967 (54 Yrs)
11/30/2015
11/21/1994
11/28/2001
11/01/2018

UPCOMING EVENTS
Widow’s Sons’ Lodge No. 60 Events:
Nov 15th, 7:00 PM— WSL60 Stated Meeting
MEAL at 6:00 PM, Cost is $10
Please contact WM to RSVP for head count.
Nov 10th, 6:00 PM—Fellow Craft Degree
Nov 6th, 9:00 AM—Walk to End AlALzheimers
CFA Building, High Street.
Nov 3rd—7th, Grand Annual Communication
Hilton Richmond, Richmond, VA
See Grand Lodge Website for more info and see below for
rough schedule and link to website
Nov 26th, 6:00 PM—WSL60 Officer’s Zoom Meeting

243rd GRAND ANNUAL COMMUNICATION

https://grandlodgeofvirginia.org/grand-annual-communication/
Wednesday, November 3rd—Exemplification of the Degree of Entered Apprentice
Thursday, November 4th—Exemplification of the Degree of Fellowcraft and Degree of Master Mason
November 5th—7th—Business Sessions
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Behind the Masonic Symbols: Square and Compasses
While there are many symbols associated with Freemasonry, none are more universally recognizable than the square and compasses. It is well-known enough that even those who are not personally
acquainted with the fraternity understand the connection when they come across it. Like many aspects
of Freemasonry, the precise origins of this symbol are unknown. However, it is thought to have roots in
the Medieval stonemasons’ guilds.
Of course, for modern Masons, the square and compasses symbol has a unique, profound meaning. It resides at the heart of Masonic lessons, beckoning all Brothers to live a life that is honest, true,
and dignified. Any traveling man understands that when he sees this symbol, whether on the façade of a
Masonic temple, the bumper sticker of a passing car, or a lapel pin of a colleague, he is in the company
of friends.
What is the Square and Compasses?
This symbol consists of three core elements: the square, the compasses, and the letter “G.” The
square and compasses are considered to be the tools of the architect and builder, which are used to teach
the lessons of the symbolic lodge. To understand the meaning of the whole, it is necessary to break
down the significance of each element.
The Square
The square, or builder’s square, is two equal flat-edged
metal or wooden arms fixed that form a perfect “right angle” –
or 90-degree angle. This tool is critical in stonemasonry because
it allows craftsmen to draw and carve perfect square corners.
Having perfectly square corners when building is critical to ensuring buildings do not lean and are structurally strong and
sound. In Freemasonry, this symbol is used to teach lessons of
morality. The notion that being “square” in your actions implies
being honest and fair.
The Compasses
Most people likely know the compasses best from their
geometry class. This tool consists of two legs equal in length that are fixed together at their apex by an
adjustable hinge. In geometry, it is used for drawing perfect circles and arcs, a crucial element of architectural planning. In speculative Masonry, the compasses symbolize self-restraint and man’s ability to
reign in his yearnings so that he may live a balanced life.
In the teachings of Freemasonry, the compasses are symbolically employed to draw a boundary
line around our desires to avoid overindulgence and maintain moderation, the foundation of morality
and wisdom. Taken together, the square and compasses can serve as a reminder that acting truly towards
others and balancing one’s own needs will lead to a life of integrity.
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Behind the Masonic Symbols: Square and Compasses
~Continued
Compasses vs. Compass
When looking at the term “Square and Compasses” itself, there is often confusion around whether
or not “compasses” is correct as many believe it should be referred to as the singular “compass”. However, in Masonic Ritual, the correct usage is in fact “compasses”, as cited on page 162 of the Combined
Ritual. Further, on page 173 of Mackey’s Revised Encyclopedia of Freemasonry (1929 edition), the entry under compasses reads:
“In Speculative Masonry, this important implement symbolic of that even tenor of deportment, that
true standard of rectitude which alone can bestow happiness here and felicity hereafter. Hence are the
compasses the most prominent emblem of virtue, the true and only measure of a Mason’s life and conduct. As the Bible gives us light on our duties to God, and the square illustrates our duties to our neighborhood and brother, so the compasses give that additional light which is to instruct us in the duty we
owe to ourselves – the great, imperative duty of circumscribing our passions, and keeping our desires
within due bounds.”
The Letter “G”
In America, the letter G is often found in the center
of the square and compasses. It is less common in England
and other parts of the world. Different people will ascribe
different meanings to the letter G. For some it refers to Geometry and supports the Masonic lessons and symbolism
associated with builders and architects, as well as the measurement and understanding of the order and perfection of
the universe. Others see it as referring to God or the “Great
Architect of the Universe,” which is an ecumenical term
used by Masons of different faiths to refer to Deity as they
pray together, each according to his own beliefs.
Freemasonry and Beyond
There is little doubt that the square and compasses is most frequently used in connection to Freemasonry. However, a number of other organizations also employ it in some variation or another, including the Order of Free Gardeners, the Latter Day Saints, and The Junior Order of United American Mechanics. While the square and compasses means different things to each, for Freemasons, the values this
symbol stands for have remained unchanged for centuries. Today, it is a source of unity and inspiration
for the members of the fraternity all over the globe, a beacon of truth, relief, and brotherly love.
Reprinted from The Grand Lodge of Ohio Website:

https://www.freemason.com/masonic-symbols-square-compasses/
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OCTOBER STATED PRESENTATIONS

WM Harry Walker called all present Brothers with Masonic Birthdays in October to come to the East.
Left to Right:
Bro. Seth Spivey (36 Yrs), WM Harry Walker (19 Yrs),
Bro. Tim Soyars (10 Yrs), RW Mike Griffin (25 Yrs) and
RW Mark Chapman (14 Yrs)

MW Jeffery E. Hodges presented RW Mike
Griffin with his 25 Year Mason Veteran Award.
RW Griffin was WM of WSL60 in 2002 and
2012 and served as DDGM.

October 25th—Master Mason Degree
Brother Thomas Castellanos

October 19th—Master Mason Degree
Brother Don Cochrane

Elected Officers for 2021
Worshipful Master: Wor. Harry Lee Walker, Jr.
Senior Warden: R.W. Jason Andrew Pattison
Junior Warden: Wor. Christopher Nicholas Bragg
Treasurer: RW Mike Daniel Griffin
Secretary: Wor. Mark Stephen Chapman

Senior Deacon: Bro. William Heron Reichert
Junior Deacon: RW Andrew Donald Keller
Chaplain: RW Philip Harding Nelson, Jr.
Marshall: Bro. James Thomas O’Kelley, Jr.
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Tyler: Bro. John Coulter Maddox

Widow’s Sons’ Lodge No. 60
A.F.&A.M.
P. O. Box 6262
Charlottesville, VA 22906

1799—2021
The 222nd Year of Service to the
Charlottesville Community and beyond.
“Freemasonry, a way of life”

Return Service Requested

Dated material
Please Process
Hiram’s Journal

The Masonic Herald
Brothers, if you have received the Fall
2021 Masonic Herald, turn to page 26.
You will find Brother Bob Clore with
his 50 Year Masonic Veteran Award
and the Scholarship posts that WSL60
gave out this year to outstanding high
school students around the Charlottesville Area.
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